“Eritrean band”
“The 1th birthday party is being organized at an integration housing project in Amsterdam. This is a
´special´ building where the aim is the integration of young people. About 80 status holder refugees
and 80 Dutch students / career starters live together. Everybody has his or her own small private
apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There are also community spaces in the building
like the washing place, community room, kitchen, etc. There is a group of social managers selected
from the inhabitants dealing with the issues of the building, foster social cohesion among neighbors.
We put up a party-committee between the residents (party1), the Foundation for the Eritrean
population (party2) and me (partly an assignment, partly as volunteer/neighbor responsible for
community building at the housing project) (party3). This seemed to work out perfectly. Everybody
picked something up, everything is mainly self-organized; publicity, bookings, food everything came
together and seems to be perfect. One of the residents (who also works as social manager at the
housing project as well has a festival organizer company himself) took care of the program and the
technical production. (party1). A Dutch social worker from party2 booked an Eritrean band. We are
connected and checked everything via an app-group. The incident began when party1 found an antiabortion cartoon and some military pictures of young soldiers on the official FB page of the Eritrean
band. He placed the cartoon in the app-group and said something like “mmmmpf, nice guy’. He
made a statement that he and his brother refuse to work for a guy like this.
The social worker from party2 was at work so could not give her reaction right away. In the
meantime others in the group also started chatting about this matter.
Main part of the group seemed to say: “it’s not wise to book this guy, so please cancel’. When the
social worker turned up, she was quite emotional and gave a sort of lecture that we (mainly
addressed party1) don´t understand the Eritrean background and that it’s not OK to judge like that.
This is not an anti-abortion campaign like we know and she tried to convince the group: he is really
a good guy.
I was following this conversation without participating in it. The incident for me began when the
social worker shared in the app-group the band leader´s private message where he tells the social
worker that he lost his sister to an illegal abortion, that’s why he is against abortion. This was for me
shocking. We don´t share such private messages in a group. I decided to call the social worker and
ask her to stop there. She did agree on cancelling the band but she kept on communicating that
party1 and others do not understand Eritrean people.
I also talked to party1 and asked him if he also agreed that would stop with this topic for a while and
we would have time we would get back to it later. I offered also to the social worker (party2) that I
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THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

is a 50 years old Dutch woman.
She’s living with a partner and
children
and
she’s
a
community builder. In this
situation, she’s a facilitator /
organizer of the party (being
the main responsible for
safety/hygiene/program).

is a 50 years old Dutch woman.
She’s living with a partner and
children and she’s a free-lancer
and volunteer. In this situation,
she’s
a
social
worker
(supporting
the
Eritrean
members of the community).

The narrator and the other person are similar in
their nationalities, genders, ages and familial
status. Their differences take place in their
position in the situation: the narrator is a
facilitator and organizer of the party while the
other person is a social worker / volunteer.

CONTEXT
is a single 32 years old algerian
who's been in France from a
year or two. This incident takes
place at a party PHYSICAL
after a
CONTEXT
worshop in which the narrator
is a trainer and the other
person
is a participant.
The discussion
went on the app group (everybody was
present). This was a rational, decent, respectful
conversation with mutual understanding.
The conflict has started in between party1 and party2
when they continued the conversation in a private
message (also via app).

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
There are other people present in the app group,
Dutch residents from the housing project and the
narrator´s colleague + the other person.
The Eritrean band and other Dutch people at the
parties were indirectly present.

The narrator came into the situation when party1
involved her sharing their private messages and calling
her on the phone complaining/sharing and asking for
her advice.
The narrator started to mediate by calling the social
worker from party2. The critical incident of the narrator
practically happened in this phone conversation.

Because in the meanwhile there was a continuation
of the discussion in the app group about the case.
The social worker has cancelled the band but in the
LARGER
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The
wholedue
discussion/
organization
sister
to illegal
abortion.went via the app group.
This happened only two weeks before the event. Time
pressure may have played a role how the incident evolved.
The narrator had the responsibility for the public
communication of the event. This is a special integration
housing project initiated by the Municipality of Amsterdam.
They pay extra attention what and how can be shown in the
online/social media. Resident organizing the bands (party1)
has his own festival organizer company. He worries about his
public reputation. Everything is happening in the online
space – that´s why it´s important what is on the FB page of

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

Everybody knows very little about the band. The band
was recommended by the social worker from the NGO
for Eritrean people which the others do know quite
well. They were already working with her for over a
half year. They trusted her. What is known about the
lead person of the band that he tries to become a
professional musician in The Netherlands. He plays
regularly at another refugee centrum and in Eritrean
circuits in Amsterdam. I might have been living for
years already in Amsterdam. In the Eritrean circuit the
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A sad message appears about the loss of the Eritrean
band´s leader´s sister due to illegal abortion on the app
group. On the phone the social worker uses few words
and expression in an exaggerated and judging way. Her
voice tone is loud, fast and very convinced. There is no
space to answer. She gives a ´lecture´. She doesn´t
attack the narrator but using generalized terms such as:
´I am finished with it!´, Nobody understands!´, and
saying it is ´your´ program ´your´ decision, ´your´
responsibility.

Shared responsibility: For the narrator it is important to share
responsibility for each other both as persons and professionals.
The narrator thinks: we are all adults, we are passion driven, and
we know each other so it hurts if someone is pushing you over
the line. We should not judge each other and accuse each other
for being judgmental. She believes the group manages
horizontally with no power differences in the management.
No judgement: In this group we are equal
and important, there is no place for
judgments.
No conflicts: The narrator doesn´t like conflicts. She is
against war and strictly against of any form of violence. On
the one hand, violence occurred as verbal violence
between party and party2 which was disturbing for the
narrator as she wanted to organize something nice,
something non-violent, fun for everybody. That’s mainly
what she protected: ´Peace on the floor´. On the other
hand – regarding the FB post - promoting violence she is
indeed against but in that case her view was also
influenced by the reaction of the Dutch participant
(party1). The narrator felt so much loyal to the Dutch guy
(party1) and he was so angry, so confused. For the
narrator it was more a feeling like…..´oeps if this photo
triggers him so much he could send out the same message
to others… ´.
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Professional role: For the narrator it is important to use the
app group as a professional medium where you ´keep
everything rational´. Unleashed emotions, especially about
your clients broke this rule for her. The role of a community
builder requires neutrality, trying to find bridges and mutual
understanding.
For the narrator as a professional it is important to be aware
about boundaries and keeping some distance from the
target group. In this case get not so close emotionally to
your clients as the social worker with the Eritrean group.
Sending the private message to the group broke that
professional rule for her.

Communication: The narrator likes honesty and transparency
even about feelings. She would not use the way of ´emotional
blackmailing’, indirect communication, hints, judging, giving a
lecture instead of talking about our own feelings, problems without
judging others. She thinks it is important to use ´I statements´
when it comes to feelings instead of accusing others.

Representation of an anti-abortion cartoon and the armed pic :
Narrator´s view has changed from the ‘bad aggressive guy with ditto
statements” to “oef….poor guy…does not know how it works in
Holland, guy who suffered and did not do something about his
trauma”.

Cancelling the band: The narrator cancelled the band because she
felt they could not achieve a good-enough solution to this problem in
such a short time. There were only couple of days to the event. On a
longer term it would have been another solution.

´Learnings´ from the incidents for the narrator: In a given community people know each other and that can lead to the fact that we all have assumptions
towards each other, we jump to conclusions earlier/faster (thinking that ´we know´, that ´happened before´, ´we know each other´).
There seems to be a generation gap in using online/social media (technology) which may have consequences; we have different attitudes, rules how to use it,
we don´t know exactly how it works to keep boundaries/safety but also to connect/to belong etc. in social encounters. There is a lot of contradictions and
non-understandings yet around the use of Whatsapp for example.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “ANNIKA”

A sad message appears about the loss of the Eritrean
band´s leader´s sister due to illegal abortion on the
app group. On the phone the social worker uses few
words and expression in an exaggerated and judging
way. Her voice tone is loud, fast and very convinced.
There is no space to answer. She gives a ´lecture´.
She doesn´t attack the narrator but using
generalized terms such as: ´I am finished with it!´,
Nobody understands!´, and saying it is ´your´
program ´your´ decision, ´your´ responsibility.

Solidarity: She feels really responsible for the
well-being of Eritrean people. She believes in
equality, believes in human rights, she wants to
save people. She wanted to save the face of the
one musician guy who was victim of the
“mpffffff” message. She stands to defend the
Eritrean guy because she thinks she is in a
better position to do so (They cannot since they
were not in the app conversation) She uses her
privileges to be present in the group to express
the non-present point of view.

Cultural relativity: The social worker believes that
communications can only be understood in their cultural
context. Even a message that is a strong taboo in one
cultural setting can have different interpretations in other
contexts. Hence no one should judge only based on his/her
own interpretation, without considering the context of the
other.

Expression of emotions: It is OK to express emotions even
in a professional context, emotions are sometimes
necessary to make a point. For her the “mpffffff” message
was an emotional expression so she reacted the same way,
emotionally.

Personal involvement: Her personal
activist identity is present even in her
professional work. She does not try to
refrain from expression emotions and
does not keep distance from the people
she’s working with (the Eritreans) to
whom she refers to as her friends.

Conflicts are important: She believes conflicts
are a means for mutual learning, conflicts are
necessary to redress equality, conflicts are
necessary tools to free from oppressions or
prejudice.
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